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1. ~TR~DUCTION 
The question whether all integral domains can be embedded in fields has 
been answered in the negative by Mal’cev [7j who showed that there exist 
integral domains whose multiplicative semigroup of nonzero elements 
cannot be embedded in a group. Mal’cev then posed the question whether 
every integral domain whose multiplicative semigroup of noflzero elements 
is embeddable in a group can be embedded in a field. It is the purpose of this 
paper to give an answer to this last question. 
The definition of the inverse dependence number p”(R) of a ring R relative 
to a negative filtration v, introduced in Section 2, is adapted from that of the 
dependence number of a ring relative to a positive filtration given in [5J. 
When pa(R) > 2 we show that 8, the completion of R with respect to the 
topology defined by v, is a rigid UFD, (see [4j). This follows from Theo- 
rem 2.7 where we give a characterization of rigid UFD’s which is analogous 
to the condition for a commutative integral domain to be a discrete valuation 
ring. 
It follows by a result of Doss [6] that the multiplicative semigroup R* 
of nonzero elements of a rigid UFD R is embeddable in a group. The proof 
in [6] uses Mal’cev’s conditions for the embeddability of a semigroup in a 
group; however one may verify directly that R* is embeddable in a group. 
Section 3 is devoted to calculating the inverse dependence number of certain 
rings relative to specified filtrations, and in Section 4 we show that of these 
rings there are some which have inverse dependence number greater than 2, 
but which are not embeddable in fields, thus fultiling the purpose of the paper. 
Some definitions which may be found elsewhere have been included for 
completeness. Also the notion of inverse dependence number has been deve- 
loped only as far as is necessary for the purpose of this paper. 
’ Editors note: See also the immediately preceding paper by A. A. Klein 
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2. INVERSE DEPENDENCE NUMBER AND RIGID UFD’s 
Throughout all rings are understood to be associative and with a unit 
element, which will be denoted by 1. 
By a filtration on a ring R we mean a descending sequence of additive 
subgroups of R 
such that 
and 
R=R,>R,),R,>... (1) 
R&+ < Ri.+j y (2) 
,lR CO- 
To each filtration on R there corresponds an order function 
44 = i 
min (n; x $ Ra+1) if x # 0. 
Co > if x = 0. 
(3) 
(4) 
So w(x) is a nonnegative integer or 00 and w satisfies 
v.l w(x) = co 0 x = 0, 
v.2 4?Y) b 44 + W,(Y), 
v.3 w(x - Y) >, min (44, W(Y)). 
Hence w is a pseudo-valuation on R; and if, instead of V.2, we have 
V.2’ f4v) = w(x) + w* 
then w is a valuation on R. 
To avoid referring to a pseudo-valuation w as that corresponding to a 
given filtration, we shall simply speak of the filtration w. 
Every ring R with a filtration (1) may be topologized by taking the (R,J 
to be a neighborhood base of zero, [I]. The resulting topological ring has a 
completion which we denote by l?. R is separated by (3) and therefore may be 
embedded in I?. We say that R is complete with respect to the topology 
defined by the (R,,) if the embedding of R in R is an isomorphism. 
Henceforth R is a ring with a filtration w, and i? is the completion of R 
with respect to w. 
The first result we need is Theorem 2.1 of [2]. We state it as 
LEMMA 2.1. If RI is a maximal r&ht ideal of R then RI is a two-sided i&al 
and R/R, is a field. Moreower an element b E i? is a unit in fix+ w(b) = 0. 
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Which means that if R, is a maximal right ideal of R then R is a local ring 
with unique maximal right ideal fiti, . 
We repeat the following definitions from [2]. 
A subset S of R is said to be right R-dependent if S = (0) or S = (a, ,..., a,,J 
and there exist b, ,..., b, E R such that 
An element a E R is right R-dependent on a subset S of R if a = 0, or 
there exist a1 ,..., a,. E S and cr ,..., c, E R such that 
and 
V(G) + v(c) 2 v(a) (i = l,..., r) 
0 
( 
a - i a&) > v(u). 
2=1 
A subset S of R is said to be right R-independent if it contains no right 
R-dependent subsets. 
The next two definitions are analogous to those found in [.5] for positive 
increasing filtrations. 
A subset S of R is strongly right R-dependent if S is right R-dependent and 
any element of maximal value in S is right R-dependent on the remaining 
elements of S. 
The inverse dependence number of R relative to v, denoted by p,,(R), is the 
least integer n for which there exists a set of rz elements which is right R- 
dependent but not strongly. If no such integer exists, we write p.,(R) = 03. 
Thus p,,(R) is a positive integer or co. 
To say that pV(R) = cc is just to say that every right R-dependent subset 
of R is strongly right R-dependent, which is equivalent to saying that R 
possesses an inverse algorithm with respect to V, (see [2]). 
Theorem 2.2 (i)-(iii) is the same as Theorem 3.1 (i)-(iii) of [2]. Theorem 
2.2 (iv) is the generalization of Theorem 3.1 (iv) stated in terms of the inverse 
dependence number. Since the proof of (iv) follows exactly the same lines, it 
is omitted. 
THEOREM 2.2. R is a filtered ring and l? its completion. Then, if S is any 
subset of R, 
(i) S is right R-dependent o S is right B-dependent. 
(ii) S is right R-independent o S is right ~-independent. 
(iii) Given a E R, a is right R-dependent on So a is right B-dependent on S. 
(iv> ~~(4 = ~Afi)- 
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Lemma 2.3 is the analog of Proposition 4.1 of [5]. 
LEMMA 2.3. pV(R) > 1 + ZJ is a waluation. . 
COROLLARY. If&R) > 1, then R is an integral domain. 
LEMMA 2.4. If  p*(R) > 2, then R, is a maximal right ideal of R. 
This is stated for the case when p*(R) = 00 as part of Theorem 3.3 of [2]. 
However the proof given there only uses the fact that &R) > 2, so it still 
applies. 
COROLLARY. If p,(R) > 2, then I? is a local ring with unique maximal r&ht 
ideal I& . 
The corollary follows immediately from Lemmas 2.1 and 2.4. 
The next lemma shows that if R, is a maximal right ideal and if, for some n, 
every right R-dependent subset a, ,..., a7 , with Y < II, has one element of 
maximal value right R-dependent on the remaining elements of the subset, 
then every element of maximal value in the subset is right R-dependent on 
the remaining elements, and hence pLU(R) 3 n. 
LEMMA 2.5. If R, is a maximal tight ideal of R and if, for some n, every 
right R-dependent subset aI ,..., a,. with Y < n, has an element of maximal value 
right R-dependent on the rest, then pV(R) > n. 
Proof. The conclusion is always true when n = 1, so we may assume 
n > 2. Then clearly p.(R) > 1, so w is a valuation. 
Let a, ,..., a, be a right R-dependent subset of R with a, of maximal value 
right R-dependent on a2 ,..., a,. . Suppose o(a,) = v(q). We must show that 
a2 is right R-dependent on a, , a, , a4 ,..., a, . 
When Y = 1 there is nothing to prove. We proceed by induction on Y. 
Since a, ,..., a7 are right R-dependent, there exist b, ,..., b, E R such that 
o (i 4) > ~(4 + $4) = 1.. = +4 + @A. 
and since a, is right R-dependent on a, ,..., a7 there exists cs ,..., c, E R such 
that 
and 
(6) 
f.@J + %) Z $6) (i = 2,..., Y). (7) 
481/7/I-9 
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I f  we take ci = 0 whenever v(q) + V(CJ > ~(a), then (5) is still true. 
So we may assume that o(cJ is either 0 or co. If  ca(cJ = 0, since R/R, is a 
field, there exists c2 with v(E,) = 0 such that 
Then 
c& = 1 + X, with n(x) > 1. 
but ~(a& > v(as) = v(ur), so 
Hence ua is right R-dependent on a, , u3 , a4 ,..., a, . 
I f  ca = 0, substituting for a, from (6) in (5), we have 
i=3 
(8) 
and ~(a& - qb,)) > w(u,b,). So (8) g ives a right R-dependence of a subset 
of us , a3 ,..., a, containing a%. Hence by induction on r, since w(ua) is of 
maximal value in this subset, aa is right R-dependent on ua , a4 ,..., a, . 
This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 2.6. Now let R be a complete j&red ring, with p,,(R) > 2. 
If a, b E R satisfy UR n bR # 0 and v(u) > v(b), then a = bx fw some x E R. 
Proof. I f  aR n bR # 0, there exists a’, b’ E R such that ub’ = bu’ # 0. 
Let 
S={a-bx;xER} 
and 
T = {m; m = v(s) for some s E S]. 
I f  T is bounded above and N = sup T, there exists x E R such that 
v(a - bx) = N. Since a E S, N > w(a). Now 
(a - bx) b’ - b(u’ -- xb’) = 0, 
therefore {(a - bx), b) is a right R-dependent set, and 
N = w(u - bx) > v(a) > w(b). 
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Hence, since p-(R) > 2, there exists x’ E R such that 
w((a - bx) - bx’) > w(a - bx) = Iv. 
But (a - b(x + x’)) E S and w(a - b(x + x’)) > N, a contradiction. 
Thus T is not bounded above and we can find Y( E R such that 
w(a - bx,) >, ~((a) + i, for i = 1, 2, 3 ,... . Then 
~((a - bx,) - (u - br,)) > min (w(u) + m, w(u) + n), 
so 
an - XJ > w(u) - w(b) + min (m, n) > min (m, n). 
Hence {xi} is a Cauchy sequence and, as R is complete, xi + X, for some 
x E R. So w(u - bjc) >, m, for all m, and therefore u - bx = 0. 
An atom in a ring is a nonunit which cannot be expressed as the product 
of two nonunits. A ring has atomic fuctorixation if every nonzero element of 
the ring is either a unit or can be expressed as the product of atoms. 
A ring R is a rigid UFD (see [4j) if R is an integral domain with atomic 
factorization such that if 
are factorizations of a nonzero element of R into atoms, then m = n and 
pi = u;llqiud (i = 1,2 ,..., n), for some units u,, , u1 ,..., u, with u,, = u,, = 1. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let R be an integral domain with atomic fuctorktion. 
Then R is u rigid UFD o witener~er UR n bR # 0 we huve either UR 2 bR 
or bR > uR. 
Proof. Let R be a rigid UFD and suppose that ab’ = bu’ # 0. Factorizing 
a, b, b’, u’ into atoms, we have 
(PIP% ... PA (qz -*. 92 = (919s *-* !?m) (Pid --*p:). 
We may assume that (I, b, b’, u’ are nonunits, since if one is a unit, then 
clearly a = bc or b = UC. Then we may assume that both m and n > 1. 
Since R is a rigid UFD, we must have n + r = m + s and pr = qlul , 
for some unit ur . Ifm = l,b =q,andu =burp,***p,,.Weuseinductionon 
m. Let m > 1, 
u = !A(** - * * PJ, b = qdqa a** qmm)- 
Let a, = u& **-p,, , b = q2 *-- q,,, , then ulb’ = b,u’ and b, in the product 
of m -- 1 atoms. So a, = b,c or b, = uic, by induction. Thus 
u = ql% = qlblc = bc or b = qlb, = qlulc = uc. 
4W7/1-9* 
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Now let R be an integral domain with atomic factorization with the property 
that whenever aR n bR # 0 then either aR > bR or bR 3 aR. Let 
PlP2 *** Pn = QlQZ -*- qm (9) 
be two factorization-s of a nonzero element of R into atoms. 
If~=1,Pl=qlq,*~-q?n, but then m must be 1 and (9) is just p, = q1 . 
We proceed by induction on n. Assume n > 1, then plR n qlR # 0, so 
pr = qlx or q1 = pix, for some x E R. But p, and q1 are atoms and therefore x 
must be a unit in either case. Let p, = qlul where ur is a unit. 
Substituting for p, in (9) and cancelling the left factor q1 we have 
w3p3 --*P, = !?2 -** %I * (10) 
urp2 is an atom. Therefore, by our induction hypothesis n = m and 
pi = utl:qiui (i = 2 ,..., n), for some units ur , u2 ,..., u, with u, = 1. So we 
have established that R is a rigid UFD. 
COROLLARY. A rigid UFD is a local ring. 
PYOO~. Let R be a rigid UFD and suppose that Mr , AC.?, are distinct 
maximal right ideals of R. Then Ml + M, = R, so there exist a E Ml , 
b E M2 such that a + b = 1. But a + b = 1 implies ab = ba. By theorem 
2.7, either aR. > bR or bR > aR. But then a or b is a unit and hence Ml or 
M, is the whole ring, a contradiction. 
So a rigid UFD has a unique maximal right ideal and is therefore a local 
ring. 
Let S be a cancellation semigroup such that given a, b E S with 
aS n bS # O, then either a E bS or b E as. Then S satisfies the conditions 
of Doss [6] for a semigroup to be embeddable in a group. 
It follows by Theorem 2.7 that the multiplicative semigroup of nonzero 
elements of a rigid UFD is embeddable in a group. We state this as 
THEOREM 2.8. Let R be a rigid UFD and R* the multiplicative semigroup 
of nonzero elements of R. Then R* is embeddable in a group. 
Suppose now that R is a filtered ring with p*(R) > 2. By Theorem 2.2 
(iv), I*,(& > 2, so Z? is an integral domain. If  x E & has V(X) = 0, then x 
is a unit. So the number of nonunit factors in any factorization of a nonzero 
element a E I? is bounded by v(a). Thus fi is an integral domain with atomic 
factorization. 
It follows simply now by Theorems 2.6 and 2.7 that fi is a rigid UFD. We 
have proved 
THEOREM 2.9. Let R be a filtered ring with p*(R) > 2 then 8, the comple- 
tion of R, is a rigid UFD. 
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COROLLARY. The multiplicative semigroup of nomero elements of a ring R 
with pO(R) > 2 is embeddable in a group. 
3. SOME RINGS WITH INVERSE DEPENDENCE NUMBER n 
Let K be a commutative field and F = F,,,n the free K-algebra on the 
2mn generators xii , yji (i = I,..., m, j = l,..., II and m > 1). Q is the ideal 
in F generated by the m(m - 1) elements 
(1) 
We define R = R,,,, to be the ring F/Q. 
If the images of xij , yji in R are denoted by aij , bji , respectively, then the 
matrices A = (au), B = (bji) over R satisfy 
AB=D, 
where D is a diagonal matrix. 
Our purpose now is to define a filtration v’ on R and show that p,,.(R) = tl. 
To solve the word problem for R we apply the method given in [3], 
pp. 154-160, (cf. [5j). 
Given f  E F, let fi be the element obtained from f  by replacing an occur- 
rence of a product of the form jcPiylp (p # q) in f  by - zyS2 xrjyjO. Then 
clearly f  = fi (mod Q). We say fi is obtained from f  by a direct move. 
Let t be the number of occurrences of products of the form xoiyrp (p # q) 
in f  (t is finite), then fi has < t - 1 occurrences of such products. Thus we 
can make at most t direct moves from f .  
If fi , fa are each obtained from f  by a direct move, then it is easily verified 
that there exists f’ E F which can be obtained by a direct move both from fi 
and fi . 
Hence ([3], 111.9.3) each element f  EF can be transformed by a finite 
number of direct moves into a reduced word f, depending only on f  and not 
on the order of the moves chosen. Moreover the reduced words form a 
transversal to Q in F. The reduced wordf is called the normal form off with 
respect to suflix 1. The normal form with respect to suffix OL (CY = 2,..., n) 
is defined similarly. 
F is a graded ring (see [I]), F = C& @ gr, (F), where grK (F) consists 
of terms which are homogeneous of degree k in the x’s and y’s. Hence F has a 
filtration v, where 
v(f) = max (w f  E kfn 0 gr, V)) 
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For the moment we consider normal forms with respect to some fixed 
s&ix, 1, say. Since the normal forms form a transversal to Q in F, an element 
r E R can be written uniquely r = f + Q, where f is a normal form. We 
define w’ on R by V’(Y) = w( f ). 
If fi , fi are normal forms then so is fi - fi , and if fifis the normal 
form of fi fi , since the elements of (1) are homogeneous, 
Q(fifi) 3 ~(fifi) = 4fi) + w(fz)* 
Hence, given rl , rs E R, we have 
w’(c - r2) Z min Wd, W’(G)), 
w’(v,) z w’(r,) + w’(r,). 
Thus w’ is a filtration on R. 
(1) 
(2) 
We observe that, if f E F is homogeneous of degree k-i.e., f E gr, (F)- 
then the normal form off belongs to gr, (F), since the generators of Q are 
homogeneous. If we had taken normal forms with respect to a, a # 1, then 
the normal form off would again belong to gr, (F). Moreover if the normal 
form for suf5x 1 vanishes so does the normal form for suffix a, a # 1. It 
follows that the filtration w’ on R is independent of the suffix used in obtaining 
the normal forms. 
In R we have the relations 2” ,-r a,&, = 0 (p # q). Since the elements 
xu , y,$ are in normal form (for any s&ix), we have 
0’ ($,la&j~) > ~‘(a,,) + w’(b,,) = --* = ~‘(a,) + w’(b,J = 2. 
If pvn(R) were greater than n, then up1 is right R-dependent on a, ,..., a,, . 
So there exist A, E K (j = 2,..., n) such that 
Thus there would have to be a normal form f with w(f) > 2 and 
This is impossible, so we may deduce that pCLO*(R) < n. 
We now wish to show that pus(R) > n. Thii is trivial when n = 1, so we 
may assume tt > 2. Let RI = {a E R; w’(a) > l}, then R/R, s K. So R is a 
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maximal right ideal of R. By 2.5, p,(R) > n if, for all right R-dependent 
subsets a, ,..., u, with I < n, one element of maximal value is right R-depend- 
ent on the remaining elements. 
To a right R-dependent subset of r elements of R there correspond fi ,..., f, , 
g, ,..., g, EF, normal forms for some suflix a, a = 1 say, such that 
where [f lo1 denotes the normal form off E F for suflix a. We may order the 
fa so that 
tifi) = *** = v(fa) > v(fi+l) 2 *** 2 4fr)v (1 <s <r) (3) 
and therefore 
fJt&) = -** = f&L) < f&+1> G **- < f&q. (4) 
We take r < n. To show that an element of maximal value in the right 
R-dependent subset is right R-dependent on the remaining elements of the 
subset, we must show that for some /3 < S, fi = 1 say, there exist h, ,..., h, E F 
such that 
and 
fJ (fl + & [fehalI) > tifl) (5) 
4fb) + 443) 2 o(fd (B = Z..., 4. (6) 
Without loss of generality we may take the f’s and g’s to be homogeneous, 
in which case, (2) implies 
and if in (5) we take the h, to be homogeneous of degree v( fi) - u( fe), 
so that either w(&,) = w( fJ - w( fa) or h, = 0, we get 
If r&) = 0, then g, E K* and 
(8) 
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which is what we wanted to show. We proceed by induction on s(gr). Assume 
ei(g,) > I; so by (4), u(ga) > 1 (/I = l,..., I) and we may write 
ga = 2 gijSYii + C &l% (B = l,..., r), (9) 
ij ii 
where the gija , gija are homogeneous of degree w(ga) - 1. We shall also 
assume that w(fr) 3 1, since otherwise f, E K* for j = l,..., I, and it is 
trivial to find h, to satisfy (8). Then 
is in normal form, then by (7) we have 
For each 8, some gijs or gijs is nonzero, and for nonzero gijs , g:ja we have 
The result then follows by induction. 
If (11) is not in normal form then at least one term [fsgij,s]r y,i is not in 
normal form. Since in (9) the gs are assumed to be in normal form this can 
only happen if w(gr) = 1 and, writing 
f/3 = C fi@% + Cf &3yji (1 < B < 4, 
ii 15 
(13) 
fDu # 0, gQnr E K* for some /3 < s and p # q. 
We consider the case when w(gJ = 1. So far we have used normal forma 
with respect to suffix 1. However the same reasoning applies if we take 
normal forms throughout with respect to sufIix a, a # 1. The proof will be 
complete once we can show that (11) is in normal form for some suffix a. 
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We define 
I 
0, if /3>s 
D(f,,) = the number of different sufhxes j for which there exist nonzero 
fDjp , if B < s. 
Then D( fa) is independent of the suffix for which fa is in normal form. 
when & D(fd < n, we can choose a suffix a such that faga is in normal 
form for all p < s. Then (11) will certainly be in normal form for suflix a, 
and (8) will hold. 
We use induction on xi=, D( f@). Assume &, D( fe) > n. If (11) is in 
normal form for some suffix a, then there is nothing more to prove. If not, 
for some /? < s, faga is not in normal form for two suffixes. Without loss of 
generality, suppose figI is not in normal form for sulIixes 1 and 2, so there 
exist fDll , f,,21 # 0, g,,, , gos2i E K* with p # q and p’ # q’. Then taking 
normal foms with respect to sufhx 2, the term with right factor yip in (7) is 
where the ui are normal forms whose precise nature is immaterial. Thus, 
putting g,ii = hi E K*, 
Let 
then 
f ,* =f1 + i [f6L?a3~32~ 
B-2 
(14) 
fi + F2 [f&l&‘12 = 0 
and we have reached our objective. Otherwise w( fc) = w( fi) and we can 
r4acefl bf Z - XL2 [fsg,dP12 and [ I1 by [ I2 in (8) to get 
[f &I2 + t2 [f&!p - &l&‘)lP = 0. 
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Since 
fl* = -f u&ql, D(fl*) = 1. 
i-l 
So D(ff) < D(fr) and h ence, by induction, there exist hi E F, homogeneous 
of degree w(fi) - o(fs), (b = 2,..., Y) such that 
f: + i [f&la = 0. 
B-2 
But then 
where h, = h: + gql&l., B h is homogeneous of degree I - w( fs), 
(/I = 2,..., Y). 
This completes the proof. We state the result as 
TI-IEOREM 3.1. The ring R = k,,, has aJiltration v’ such that p,,‘(R) = n. 
4. INTEGRAL DOMAINS NOT EMBEDDABLE IN FIELDS 
By Theorem 3.1 and the corollary to Theorem 2.9, for n > 2 the multipli- 
cative semigroup of nonzero elements of the ring &,, is embeddable in a 
group. 
Consider the following property of a ring T, (Property II of [5J). 
I. Every free T-module of rank m cannot be generated by 
less than m elements. 
If we embed Rmen in a ring T in such a way that the elements 
are units in T, then the matrix D = diag {dl ,..., d,} is an invertible m x m 
matrix over T, and 
AC = l,, 
where C = BD-I, A = (ai,), B = (b,,). Thus if m > n, T fails to have 
Property I, (see [5J). So R,,,,,, cannot be embedded in this way in any ring 
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having Property I, when m > n. In particular, since any field has Property I, 
R cannot be embedded in a field. 
We have proved 
THEOREM 4.1. When m > n > 2, R = R,,,, cannot be embedded in a 
field although R*, the multiplicative semigroup of nonaero elements of R, can 
be embedded in a group. 
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